The area of the bottom course set on the dock was about 300 sq ft. The area of the dock was exposed only 200 sq ft, but over 400 sq ft. The dock was designed to have a well-dressed, clean face, but was left rough on one side. The dock produced very few stone fragments.
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Sounder C6

A6.4.7.9
Unmouflage, Byzantine, and late Roman material from the Abigail/Mamaki period, together with Abigail’s C. ged meets only a few small stones, and sheets of the sounding were stopped.

Information: Problem C.07 in 1966 in deep, produced a number of sherds, bone fragments, and unstratified bands and a Byzantine coin fragment of C.1-3.


C.1-4 The rock points were all dated to the Byzantine/Mamaki period, except for C.9-7, which showed Byzantine sherds and only one possible Abigail/Mamaki piece. C.9-7 also contains remains of the Byzantine/Byzantine, and possibly later period.

Down the cliffs in the Jordan Valley.

Further investigation: Abigail/Mamaki period, except for Byzantine C.7-5, which bears the stamps found north of Wall C.7-6 dated the sector to the